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A Q Khan nuclear physicist "father of Pakistan's atomic weapons program 
 2nd Quaid of Pakistan Laid to Rest 

London , 14.10.2021, 22:34 Time

USPA NEWS - 
Pakistani nuclear physicist and metallurgical engineer who is colloquially known as the "father of Pakistan's atomic weapons program.
Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan ( Second Quaid -E-Azam of Pakistan Laid to Rest  ) ( 1st April 1936 – 10 October 2021)
This week the Pakistani nation laid to rest the “Mohsin-e-Pakistan,” Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan the second Quaid-E-Azam, said Shazada
Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare campaigner. The first Quaid-E-Azam being Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
Both Pakistan’s greatest sons of the soil have gone down in the glorious history of Pakistan as the fathers of the great nation Pakistan.
The first Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah created Pakistan and left the nation with the immortal words when he stated, “There is
no power on earth that can undo Pakistan”. 

The other Quaid-E-Azam Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan made it absolutely sure those immortal words of Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah
are enshrined and carved in stone, by giving Pakistan iron fists and mighty nuclear superpower, making the nation not only able to
defend itself but also able to destroy the aggressive enemy out of existence. There are only nine countries in the world who possess
nuclear military super powers and Pakistan is one of those nine countries. This is a phenomenal achievement by Pakistan and nothing
short of a miracle. The amazing thing is Pakistan is the only Muslim nuclear super power nation in the world, despite some of the
Muslim countries such as Kingdom of Saudi Arabia who are trillionaire countries and are still nowhere near nuclear super power status
nations.

Shazada Hayat went on to say, In achieving this phenomenal fete by the nation’s national hero Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan who has
propelled Pakistan to be among the top nine most powerful nuclear military nations in the world. The achievement of the second Quaid-
E-Azam is therefore equally in par with the founding father of the nation Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The amazing fact is
during the time of the first Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah all the political leaders around him were profoundly patriotic and gave
their unflinching and undivided loyalty to Pakistan and supported Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah beyond comprehension.

Sadly, during the time of the second Quaid-E-Azam Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan “The Mohsin-e-Pakistan,” various politicians in the corridors
of power did not give the similar allegiance to Pakistan and or to honour and support Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan deservedly and equally as
the first Quaid-E-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah. The reason for this, unfortunately is some of the politicians in the corridors of power in
Pakistan during the time of the “Mohsin-e-Pakistan,” were more than happy to give their allegiance to the enemies of Pakistan and to
please their aims and objectives. The achievement of the great national hero of Pakistan Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan has been to make his
beloved motherland Pakistan among the top nine phenomenal nuclear superpower nations in the world.

The western nations dubbed Pakistan legend Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan “The greatest nuclear proliferator of all times”. This is the reason
the Pakistani nation will always see “The Mohsin-e-Pakistan,” as the symbol and pride of Pakistan. Although, the Prime Minister of
Pakistan Imran Khan and his government gave their decree that the second Quaid-E-Azam Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan be laid to rest at the
world famous Faizal Mosque, the will of “The Mohsin-e-Pakistan” Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan and in accordance to the wishes of his family,
the nation’s great hero was laid to rest at H-8 graveyard with full protocol of a state funeral. 

I did not have the joy, honour or the great privilege of meeting the first Quaid E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah which my late father did
as I was not born then. However, I am so joyous, proud, honoured and privileged to have met the second Quaid-E-Azam of Pakistan
Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan, which I and my descendants will cherish. Future generations throughout Pakistan’s history will most certainly
with a great deal of patriotism and pride also in sincere appreciation honour the memory of the second Quaid-E-Azam and will one day
transfer his final resting place to be at the Mazar-e-Pakistan in Karachi. Or a similar mausoleum to be built in Islamabad, so that the
nation can rejoice the greatest gift to Pakistan from God in the form of the first Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah and the second
Quaid-E-Azam “The Mohsin-e-Pakistan” Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan,



said : Shazada Hayat.  
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